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Introduction
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The Most Perfect Fluid in 
High Energy Nuclear Collisions
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Image credit: 

C. Shen & U. Heinz
relativistic hydrodynamics 

@ 1~ 10 fm scale. 



Beam Energy Scan & High Baryon Density Region
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A wonderful BES “bonus” : 
the most vortical fluid! 

[Recall Columbus’s discovery of 
the American continents]



A New “Handle”: Rotation
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Angular momentum transport, to 
be imaged by spin polarization.

We now have a new external 
control on strong interaction 
matter: angular momentum!
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Strongly Interacting Matter under Rotation

A recent volume in Springer 
Lecture Notes in Physics!

[arXiv:2102.00933; 2010.08937; 2009.04803; 2101.04963; 2004.04050; 
2011.09974; 1908.10244; 2007.04029; 2001.00359; 2108.00586; …]

Opening doors for a whole new array of interesting studies:
– Phase structure change? Equation of state change? 
– Global and local polarization? Vector mesons? 
– Spin transport theory? Spin hydrodynamics? 
– Novel transport processes? 
– ……



A Long Story: Barnett Effect
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Rotating solid sample  
—>  magnetization 



In Short: Rotational Polarization
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Essential assumption underlying the Barnett effect: 
rotational polarization

Macroscopic rotation; 
Global angular momentum

Microscopic spin 
alignment

It however is tricky to be directly observed for a flowing fluid.



Spin & Rotational Polarization
Dirac Lagrangian in rotating frame:

Under slow rotation: 

Rotational polarization effect!

9 [Yin Jiang, JL, PRL2016] 



Spin & Rotational Polarization
Eigenstates of Dirac Hamiltonian in rotating frame:

Rotational 
polarization 

energy
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[Yin Jiang, JL, PRL2016] 



Rotational Polarization in Thermal Source 

Rotational 
polarization effect!

For thermally produced particles: 
“equal-partition” of angular momentum
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“Fluid Spintronics”: 
Based on spin-fluid-vorticity coupling 

Rotational Polarization in Condensed Matter

Viscous fluid flow 
—> vorticity —> 
spin polarization
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Plan for the Rest of the Talk
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– Phenomenology of rotational polarization in heavy 
ion collisions: global polarization of hyperons 

– Theoretical understanding of angular momentum 
in hydrodynamic framework

– Nontrivial effects of rotational polarization on the 
phase structures of matter



Rotational Polarization 
in Heavy Ion Collisions
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Strongly Interacting Matter under Rotation



Angular Momentum in Heavy Ion Collisions

Liang & Wang ~ 2005:  spin-orbital coupling 
orbital L —> spin polarization via partonic collision processes
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Huge angular momentum for the 
system in non-central collisions 

at high energy

Becattini, et al ~ 2008, 2013: A fluid dynamical scenario



“Rotating” Quark-Gluon Plasma

What fraction stays in QGP?
— up to ~20%, depending on 

collision energy. 

Is this portion conserved?
—YES!
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How QGP accommodates 
this angular momentum?

— Fluid vorticity!



Jiang, Lin, JL,  PRC2016;
Deng, Huang, PRC2016; ……

Sizable vorticity in QGP, due to 
the global orbital angular 

momentum.

It could be manifested via spin-
fluid coupling. 

Nontrivial Vorticity Structures 
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Low energy

High energy

Vorticity 
@ O(10) GeV
>>
Vorticity 
@ O(100) GeV



The Most Vortical Fluid

An exciting discovery from 
STAR Collaboration at RHIC: 

The most vortical fluid!

1919



Spin Polarization in the Subatomic Swirls
STAR Collaboration, 

Nature 2017
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The most vortical fluid!

Many calculations based on 
hydro or transport models



Recent Developments after the Discovery
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– Various local polarization patterns, leading to 
interesting puzzles and new ideas

– Vector meson alignment measurements and their 
interpretations?

– Trend toward sub-10 GeV collisions? Where is 
THE most vortical fluid?

– Possible splitting between polarization signals of 
particle/anti-particle?

– ……
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Trend of Global Polarization toward O(1) GeV
The Question: Trend for global hyperon 

polarization @ O(1~10) GeV ???

AMPT calculations predict non-
monotonic behavior in the 
dependence of global 
polarization on beam energy 
—> maximum around 7.7 GeV 

Yu Guo, et al, PRC2021 
arXiv:2105.13481

See also results for differential dependence 
and local polarization in the paper.
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Understanding the Trend

The decrease of polarization toward O(1) GeV region 
is due to the decrease in both vorticity and 

the produced hyperon energy.

“Thermal model” formula for spin d.o.f. 
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STAR Results

STAR, arXiv:2108.00044

Somewhat surprisingly large signal at 3GeV …
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Digesting the STAR Results
URQMD

Deng, Huang, Ma, Zhang, 
arXiv:2001.01371

— computed the vorticity 
— URQMD & AMPT results for 
vorticity are similar.

3FD
Ivanov,

arXiv:2012.07597

— Many model details could be 
quite different and need to be 
understood 
— Likely having more spectator-
participant interactions and 
angular momentum transport
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STAR + HADES Results

Kornas @ Chirality 2021

Even more surprisingly large signal at  ~2.4 GeV …

Deng, Huang, Ma, arXiv:2109.09956
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Digesting the New Results
What can go “wrong” in calculating the 

hyperon global polarization? 

— complete failure of fluid-vorticity-polarization scenario 
— substantial out-of-equilibrium correction 
— inaccurate bulk fluid property 

(e.g. thermal vorticity)
— particle production mechanism 

(e.g. hadronic versus partonic)   

The low AMPT signal could indicate: 
A shift of dominance in hyperon production from 
partonic coalescence to direct hadronic reaction.
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“Magnetic Polarization” at Low Energy?

Access to possible dynamical in-medium B-field 
and magnetic polarization phenomenon



Late-time magnetic field could explain the polarization difference; 

Charged rotating fluid contributes to late-time B field 
via Barnett-like mechanism.

A Subatomic Version of Barnett Effect
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A possible solution to a puzzle in STAR data at low 
energy: 

polarization difference between particle/anti-particle

[Guo, JL, Wang, arXiv:1904.04704, Scientific Reports 2020] 

[Guo, Shi, Feng, JL, arXiv:1905.12613, PLB2019;
Mueller, Schaefer, 1806.10907] 



Hydrodynamics with 
Angular Momentum
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Strongly Interacting Matter under Rotation
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Hydrodynamics with Angular Momentum

Florkowski, Ryblewski, Kumar, …; 
Becattini, Tinti, Buzzegoli, …; 

Hattori, Hongo, Huang, …; 
Fukushima, Pu; 
Shi, Gale, Jeon; 

Weickgenannt, Speranza, Sheng, Wang, Rischke; 
Liu, Yin, …; 

Gallegos, Gursoy, Yarom; 
Li, Stephanov, Yee;

……

Phenomenological issues?
How to incorporate the angular momentum into the 

hydrodynamic framework? 
In particular, how to include spin degrees of freedom?
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Relativistic Viscous Hydro with Ang. Mom.

[arXiv:2105.04060]
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Ideal Hydrodynamics

See e.g. Landau and Lifshitz 

Microscopic physics enters via 
thermodynamic relations (i.e. EOS). 
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Navier-Stokes Viscous Hydrodynamics

See e.g. Landau and Lifshitz 

Microscopic physics also enters via 
transport coefficients in viscous terms. 
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Goal: Navier-Stokes Program for Ang. Mom.

We choose to deal with only 
the conserved quantities, 
i.e. angular momentum.

Local angular momentum current

Local angular momentum density

Local angular momentum chemical potential
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Decomposition of Fluid Cell Angular Momentum

Conceptually, it may 
NOT be feasible to 

further separate the 
spin part out of the 

local angular 
momentum of a coarse-

grained fluid cell.
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Ideal Hydro with Ang. Mom.

It is straightforward to verify: no entropy generation

Generalized thermodynamics: 
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Viscous Hydro with Ang. Mom.

Let us first focus on entropy current: 

Leading order: 

Next order (2nd-gradient): 
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Viscous Hydro with Ang. Mom.: Eckart Frame
Write down all allowed Lorentz 

structures to the correct order of 
gradient expansion

Plug these into the entropy current divergence and 
look for conditions of positivity:
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Viscous Hydro with Ang. Mom.: Eckart Frame

Five new positive 
angular momentum 

transport coefficients:
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Viscous Hydro with Ang. Mom.: Landau Frame

Following the same procedure, one obtains 
essentially the same consistent results. 



Phase Structures under Rotation
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Strongly Interacting Matter under Rotation



Fermion Pairing under Rotation 

[Yin Jiang, JL, PRL2016] 

Let us consider pairing phenomenon in fermion systems. 
There are many examples: 

superconductivity, superfluidity, chiral condensate, diquark, … 

We consider scalar pairing state, with J=0. 

Rotation tends to polarize ALL 
angular momentum, both L and S, 
thus suppressing scalar pairing.
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Chiral Condensate under Rotation

[Yin Jiang, JL, PRL2016] 
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Color Superconductor under Rotation

[Yin Jiang, JL, PRL2016] 



Isospin Matter under Rotation
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[Hui Zhang, Defu Hou, JL, 
CPC44(2020)11,111001] 

Finite isospin density for 
both low energy 

collisions and neutron 
stars



Isospin Matter under Rotation
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[Hui Zhang, Defu Hou, JL, 
CPC44(2020)11,111001] 

Vacuum: sigma condensate; 
Static isospin matter: pion superfluidity; 

Isospin matter under rotation: emergence of rho condensate!
This effect is more significant at high baryon density.



Isospin Matter under Rotation

50 [Hui Zhang, Defu Hou, JL, CPC44(2020)11,111001] 

Vacuum: sigma condensate; 
Static isospin matter: pion superfluidity; 

Isospin matter under rotation: emergence of rho condensate!
This effect is more significant at high baryon density.

Rich phase structures of isospin matter under rotation; 
Relevant to low energy HIC or neutron star matter; 
Implications for particle polarization / dileptons?!

mu_q=0

mu_q=250MeV



Summary
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Summary

– A new regime of study for strong interaction matter:

Large angular momentum as external control;

– Nontrivial fluid vorticity structures and induced global and 

local polarization phenomena, especially at low energy;

– Development of hydrodynamic theoretical framework with 

angular momentum; 

– New and rich phase structures under rotation;

– Many more interesting questions to be fully explored!
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Exciting New Regime @ Low Energy: 
Highly Polarized Strong Interaction Matter

Going from O(100)GeV down to O(1)GeV: 

— the disappearance of partonic collectivity 
in a nearly perfect QGP fluid 

— maybe the appearance of spin collectivity 
in a high-polarization strong interaction fluid

Also a similar trend for vector meson spin alignment

Note: fireball OAM is a global quantity!
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High-Polarization Matter in Low Energy Collisions

“Mapping the Phases of Quantum Chromodynamics with Beam Energy Scan”, 
Bzdak, Esumi, Koch, JL, Stephanov, Xu, Phys. Rep. 853(2020)1-87.

Relativistic nuclear collisions have been and will continue 
to be done from O(1) GeV to O(1000) GeV beam energy!

Potentially a new, 
interesting and integral 

component of a 
rich and diverse 

low energy 
nuclear collision 
physics program. 

High Polarization Matter:
Exciting new regime!



Spin @ Chirality, Vorticity and Magnetic Field
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[arXiv:2004.00569]

The interplay of microscopic spin with 
Macroscopic chirality/vorticity/magnetic field 

<—> 
novel phenomena in strong interaction matter


